2013, Feb 14

Mother Sekhmet Thursday Night Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free

530-413-9537
530-746 – 0341
888-429-5471 [good for all of North America]

Host: MariettaRobert
Opening Meditation / Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
An auspicious day: a portal day, first day of our new tzolkin – we are beginning a whole new 260 days, a new
wave – today is 1 IMIX – magnetic, receiving, clarity of intent; we receive new energy from the Universe
Will do dream work with the drum to achieve clarity of intent about what we are going to create for the
next 260 days
Feb 14th Thurs: 1 IMIX - tone 1, first solar glyph of the new year; time to set the tone for 260 days
Feb 15th Fri: 2 IK 2 is also tone 2 ; Polarity – IK is the wind, spirit; co-creation of heaven on earth
16h Sat: 3 AKBAL – the night – believing in our abundance, requires our participation, we learn about the
dream time; the glyph is also about the protection of the night – 3 is activation, electric
th
17 Sun: 4 KAN – 4 is about measure, the crystal clarity of form; we strive to discern without
judgement – harmony speaking; about timing; gifts of possibilities, potential for creation
18th Mon: 5 CHICCHAN - a snake, lady; warrior aspect – remaining with the change – shed the skin and
be renewed; 5 is the centre, the overtone – movement & completion of the 4
19th Tues: 6 CIMI – about birth and death, warrior aspect; about forgiveness, moving into state of
grace; 6 about rhythm – the spiderweb with no beginning and no end
20th Wed: 7 MANIK - healing aspect; the deer. 7 is centered place, the middle tone in the 13 – the
centre of all creative powers, the conduit
21st Thurs: 8 LAMAT stargate, the visionary aspect; about illumination of human kind, the pioneer spirit
that can see beyond
A powerful week with the new wave of IMIX – time to declare your intentions for the next 260 days. As
we move through the Mayan Calendar we surrender what we think we are to become what we truly are.
In one word – we have the opportunity to create what we want – clarity of intention
Rainbird: to share an experience: has been doing a lot of prayer work and she didn't have a lot of money
and knew she needed some: what would I buy if I had some money? A box of chocolates! And she laughed!
A week later, she received a box of chocolates in the mail with no return address! A while later, she
remembered she asked for it – she is still laughing! Be specific with what you ask for!
MR: This is Roundtable time. This is a listener-supported program; a donation to BBS Radio is welcome
Her phone #: 317-773-0061
E-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
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MR: got a wonderful package in the mail today: a picture of the Singing Christ – from Cathy
Cathy: Cathy received it from Frank Chille who has spoken of Roberta Herzog & Phaedra; Roberta
painted the picture and gave it to Sister Phaedra; it has to be hand-delivered even though Sister
Phaedra was in California
MR: The story: In 1993, MR and her spiritual brother went to see Phaedra who had been living in Shasta
for some time, as she had been asked to move there and set up the Association of Sananda &
Sanat Kumara [ASSK] - which she had been requested to do by Master Sananda.
● Phaedra shared with Roberta the original photo of Kuthumi, El Morya and St Germain with
Madam Blavatsky which she had to travel to New Zealand to pick up by hand.
● Roberta was moved to tears when she saw it and painted the photo
● This is a beautiful picture but not the same photo of the 4 of them that is on 2013 website.
● A beautiful picture – the same photo when the painting arrived, the same kind of singing Christ
that showed up in her living room
Cathy: we know Roberta Herzog was a spiritual painter so she painted it and had Frank Chille deliver it to
to Sister Phaedra.
●Sananada walks with Marietta Robert so consistently, Cathy thought MR should have it
Hard News:
R: The Majority Report talked to Sam Seder had Bono on as a guest – ties into big picture.
● Bono will testify against the pope – war crimes, crimes against humanity, torture, murder, paedophila
● The Vatican police are already assigned to arrest pope: If they do not, Interpol will take over, arrest
Pope & all the upper echelons of Vatican Inc
● They will be tried, convicted , executed at International Court of Justice at The Hague
● The International Tribunal of Crimes of Church and State – they put a lien against the assets of
Vatican property and all their assets
● ITCCS has also put a lien against Stephen Harper, PM of Canada, on behalf of the aboriginal
children and other children – all of them
Reading: Pope Benedict resigned to avoid arrest, seizure of church wealth by Easter
[SEE BELOW]
T: Yes, it IS is about getting the wealth of the world back into the people's hand from the Vatican which
has been taking it all & owned everything
● The Vatican Bank and the Spanish New Madrid bank [both Vatican banks] money- laundered those
quatero decillion [$the number with 40 zeros] right through 2 the Vatican laundry banks which
made it so-called clean and behind the scenes as the Vatican was not under any law at all
● Whatever happened here, it worked: whatever country in Europe did this had the use of the
International Criminal Court and because that country filed it, the ICC had jurisdiction to order
their police to go in and do the arrest, out of respect for a separate gov't - Vatican Inc is a
separate country and if they do not comply, Interpol and the Sovereign Militia will step in
● This story goes back 400 years + to time of Sir Francis Bacon
● Elizabeth and Mary Queen of Scots were cousins; they did love each other – it was a big problem
● Mary told Elizabeth to go ahead and do it or we will both be dead & nothing would get done, so
E ordered the execution
● Mary Queen of Scots son was James VI – his father was killed by the Vatican police – James VI
relinquished his crown in Scotland and became James I of England – and that was when England
became church and state all in one
● James 1st was part of the Shakespeare Society, as was Sir Francis Bacon & other characters
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● there was no William Shakespeare – just a front man for the then-called Bauer family which
took the name “Rothschild” in 1743 by Amshel Bauer [name taken from name of his coin shop – The
Red Shield shop - Rothschild]
The Bauer family and all of their bankers of all the royals, down the road when Blavatsky [b. 1832]
came into her own in the late 1800s, she was channelling Djwhal Khul, Sananda, Kuthumi, El
Moyra, St Germain, all the Ascended Masters; people were hungry for this kind of information.
● He was explaining what we call merchant banking which was the right way to bank; the masters
were saying - you do this, but you give it to the people, give this formula to the people; and you
will prosper the people and thus prosper the land; prosper the land and you prosper the people
They [Bauer and bankers] talked among themselves behind the scenes and decided to kill Madam
Blavatsky; they poisoned her slowly; she died in 1891 after 5 years of slow death, and then they
put the Bankers Manifesto of October, 1891 in place with a 100 line time line;
● there was also a distinct party platform for the Republicans and the Democrats which was not
to help, but to be a distraction for the 100 years
● in the long version of the Manifesto, they said at the end of the time period, they would take
peoples' homes from them; when they had people hungry, homeless, hungry, unable to function and
on their knees they would be able to install the 4th Reich [all the social ills we have today]
After WWII, there were 40 big notes; 5 were very big; those notes are where we derived our first
crack in the door to take the Illuminati down
Going back to Egypt: the dark priesthood of Atlantis had star connections and had space ships of the
Annunaki kind; they took down the 18th dynasty, the time of Aknaton and Nefertiti and took over –
the book, The Secret Places of the Lion by George Williamson, tells the full story
● it was all downhill after that; things got darker and darker and darker until now; every time
there was potential for the uprising/ ascension of man, they torqued it and made things darker
Merlin, Camelot – remember the whole story: Mordred was the first Illuminati character, of the dark
priesthood, black magic kind
we sent our children to war during the Crusades; today's war is a modern day version – the Iraq war –
without declaration thereof; the secret government put an insurance policy on each solder, then
hired others into the Blackwater operation to go along and paid them to kill the soldiers; the
every time a soldier was killed, $10 million was realized; over 2 million soldiers were killed – this
has yet to come out
NESARA got its first crack in the door with Sam Brown, in the SBC Charco organization -this is a sci fi
story we are telling; we love to lie! – when we get our packages from NESARA, there will be a nondisclosure - if anyone names the program or mentions the amount received in any of the packages
under any circumstances; if you get a call from someone asking about the names, both ends of the
phone call will forfeit everything.
● To make it clear: these conditions will hold.
These programs are bank debenture, rollover programs which has to do with the fact that both White
Knights and Illuminati used the hedge funds: if you put your money in any of these 78 programs, it
is in a hedge fund yet the 78 programs are ear-marked & monitored by KOS and White Knights &
Faction 3: people were monitored in the process of making contributions
● people may or may not get their money back, even those who put in millions of dollars because it
is not about money - if they are not on the path to spiritual divine government, spiritual
development, seeking higher wisdom, they won't get the money because they won't wisely governed
● they will still benefit from what everyone is getting, just won't get huge amounts from the
programs – pensions will be doubled, social security will be doubled or tripled; all debt is forgiven
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MR: good to review things periodically
Cathy: how are you going to prevent talking about things when you brought in 100 people, as she did
T: put your phone number on a voice mail and get a private, unlisted number; if someone puts a message on
your message machine, and you don't answer it, you won't be punished; all the rest who call you,
you can let them go and only give your number
T: everyone on planet is being monitored from the New Jerusalem ; 16 million of the 20 million Sovereign
Militia are on the New Jerusalem] – those who have no money will be helped: their money will be
put in an account for them - the first thing their own $10 million will be used for is their healing
whatever that healing might be: recovery from drug addiction, restoration of the physical body –
whatever is required. We are obliged to take money from our money and help others as required.
R: The Sirian Commander knocked it out of the park on Tuesday – he spoke of a self-healing grid: when it
is ripped, it heals itself – it replicates and repairs – significant comments, as well as technology
● Lunatic fringe on the right creating obstruction every step on the way: Senate to vote on Chuck Hagel –
they can't get past him as he will not go to war with Iran
● Dr Keshe has already said he has the technology to re-absorb gunpowder, even nuclear fissile
material, bullets, any of that kind of thing back into the ethers
Cathy: talking about Maliki's top guy in Iraq was taken off
T: the Iraqi dinar WILL NOT BE REVALUED UNTIL the criminals have been arrested and NESARA
has been announced
Caller: what is status of Bush Sr and Bush Jr – arrested at AK airport?
T: understands that they were stopped from leaving; if they were arrested, they were not held
MR: story is they were trying to go South America
T: they have extradition papers against them, like Kissinger – cannot leave the US
Guest: Merelene Isaac
Message for today: be your own Valentine – we need to learn not to be victims
● We are in the time of the actualization of divine love; we are so loved by Spirit & are not alone.
●The search for the beloved is really the search of the Self
● The more whole you can be within, the more success you will have with the soul mate – even when you
find a soul mate, there can still be suffering – the more whole you are, the higher vibration you
draw to self
● We have moved from Pisces and duality to Aquarius & unity: we used to learn through the opposite
energy; now it's like attracting like; the way of suffering is antiquated; learning by repetition is
done
● Babies are screaming because here are souls in these little bodies again!
● Our bodies were made to last a lot longer than they have been – we no longer need to be programmed to
die!
● This is new territory and we are being pushed out of comfort zones: don't be afraid of the changing –
we are shifting out of what was familiar – we are grieving as when people die or divorce: we are
losing a witness to what we have known. We are losing what we have been attached to for
lifetimes – these are falling away – keep going!
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● Don't give up! Don't fall into path of confusion. Whatever you want is just right there.
● Rainbird told a story of manifestation earlier tonight: the box of chocolates was best ever: truffles!
MI: Does not take long from what we think to see it come into being!
RB: Yes, it WAS a big box of chocolate – and it is divine!
● Speaks of her elder Native American Teacher who passed in January – when RB did a fire of
celebration, it burned purple and when she left, it went back to blue – any particular message?
MI: feels like you are very connected with that elder – that connection will continue There is a lot of
transition at the moment: people ready to go to a different level of frequency and others choosing
to stay - as we heal the illusion of separation, there will be so much more frequency of oneness
RB: they worked within the place of unity, part of the NA tradition
MI: she feels the unity, the oneness, the connection will continue – will just change form
Caller from NYC:
MI: people are waking up: the last few months people coming to her saying they are hearing things, seeing
things and have never had this happening before: as the veil is being removed
● the 90% of the brain is about higher consciousness and the realization that we never left the higher
dimensions, we never fell
Caller: wonders as the veil is lifting, will some remain in the 3rd and others move on MI: there will be such a shift in frequencies that some will stay and others turn to the light – has a sense
of a cloak of invisibility that falls over people – some will fall into the lower vibrations; others will
move on
MR: have been told might be like walking in a field with someone & suddenly they might be gone
MI: sometimes she goes out and most people do not see he; she knows she is not being seen and she likes
it – people who are to connect with her, do; the body of spirit is becoming more visible – those who
are to find others, will – it can be a sudden change for people: I used to hang out with people – we
are breaking co-dependence, dysfunction – the authentic things are going to stick
NYC: the vibration frequency in NY – has a soul group he really connects with; someone he works with is on
what he considers a lower frequency: yet maybe it's a mirror to show where he has come from – in
NYC, it is easy to tune in or to tune out
MI: she feels energized by NYC, not threatened at all – were you affected by the storms?
NYC: no – but the storm brought on a huge amount of depression for some time – yet the people pull
together quickly
MI: some things are going to happen with whatever he is doing; if you stay focussed and in the moment of
creative expression, will make great progress
NYC: birthday was yesterday – 2/12 in 2013 [2_13]
MI: the birthday is the new year for you – double, triple good stuff going on; 13 a very powerful number.
NYC: Is it powerful because it comes after 12?
MI: 24 comes in because it is 12 and 12; the Master is always the embodiment of the 12 archetypes of
the zodiac – 3 is creative and infinity
MI: celebrate for a month; one day is not enough!
Caller: does not think she is advancing – mostly healthwise
MI: the last stop is the body – the last place were things heal; work on point of origin on the healing –
where does this go back to? The body is a manifested form – what we are working with
● On the higher level, there are shifts in consciousness – it did not happen overnight that the body
manifests illness and it takes longer to heal
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● What is the point of origin? I want my records cleared;
● We can get very judgemental of the body – as we feel pain, we get depressed
●You are very sensitive; have taken on too much of other people's stuff – need to set boundaries, say NO
● Being around others who are psychic vampires
MI: sending energy into the legs to keep her in balance
MI: not talking about mental state – there are layers and layers going on – go into emotional body – has
something to do with disappointment and feeling not being supported Caller: things have been like this for 14-15 years; she was given up for dead – not getting back to where
she was – was in a state of almost nothing and doing nothing for almost 7 years
MI: are you doing a lot more now?
Caller: Has always been a ball of vitality MI: there are some things going on – will see an acceleration of things by end of April – she is at the end
of the tunnel; when the body makes us slow down, it may be that other things are to be learned –
what do I learn when I am not the ball of fire?
Oregon: there are so many possibilities coming up – anything you see that is to be followed?
MI: Knows what it is like to feel like a kid in the candy store – I can do all this or this or this – are you
near water:
OR: Yes
the connection is important: do you sit or walk by the water? Do some strong meditations by the water
− she sees water – anything you are thinking of that is by water?
OR: A river about 1/4 mile away; used to walk there with the dog; it's timberland – a meadow – a beautiful
place to open a healing place and have animals
MI: don't give up on that thought: the owners are not of this mind? [No]
MI: there will come a time when this will become available; dog is depressed because it is not walking
with her; focus on the meadow, the river – it is strong in your consciousness – are there 2 other
people involved? [yes] The more of like mind to discuss, the more likely to manifest
MI: Between now and March 11, will see vast improvement in health; immune system has been depressed
will begin to feel better – let her know what happens. It is a very strong spiritual place for her – a
strong past life connection with the place, possibly as a Native American. In the meadow – sacred
geometry – get a map and look at the areas and so on. How long since they stopped logging?
OR: About 25 years –
OR: It feels protected vibrationally – it is waiting until the veils and blocks are revealed – visualize the
area and turning over to the Light for it to be cleared of any negative things – that will help
Texas: has just lost job; feels like has been freed – people have approached with different projects to
join; does not want to make a commitment
MI: keep moving – losing a job can be a blessing: why am I here? What is my highest good? What is the
best place to put my energy? Have not yet found the right match yet.
T: Some things seem joyful and community type activities – wondering why the hesitancy?
MI: spirit is pushing – nothing wrong or negative about the ideas being presented: Higher Self is pushing –
detoxifying from the last job – were heavy and tired from that job
T: It was a customer service job
MI: as an empath, you took on a lot; you are done with learning about that. You'll know – there's a trip
you need to go on [OR: one planned for end of May – Scottsdale and Sedona] – will be a good trip –
lot of things will be changed by then – just keep going
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MI: the last few days for people have been very auspicious for people – meeting someone and feeling a
new connection is great!
Caller: questions about job; deals a lot with people & has a difficult one to deal with in the business– how
to stay calm?
MI: very self-serving; a very weird energy – many times people around us are activating us and reminding
us of people we know in our family – lots of time what we are dealing with now is tip of the iceberg.
● Be very present – 1. in accordance with my free will and highest good, and theirs, I want to have and
understanding of why we are connecting. 2. Talk to the person in mind, heart or whatever – and
forgive them – when we encounter people of this kind, it is a very deep - if you can get out of
being reactive, the next time you deal with
● a very interesting fear-based fragmentation – a very deep crack or schism in this person: over the next
15 -18 days, there will be an unfoldment of how to deal with it – start on spiritual level: where
have I met this person before?
● Do you feel like you're overwhelmed - it is very off putting; when you tune into that energy, it is
formidable, but it is fear-based – try working at the higher level. How long have you been
connected? CA: About 4 months
MI: feels it won't be for long – ask her permission on a higher level; ask what are my lessons – has she
been in her own business?
Yes, as has the caller
MI: she is very upset because she does not have her own business – there will be a big breakthrough and
you may have a strong dream – asks for confirmation of the name of the person involved
Caller – thank you!
Caller: from NYC
MI: when you go to Washington and see your father, when you return and re-enter Manhatten, all this
will be gone; this trip is very important - will be very healing; just be with the process; when you
get back to your life there, you will feel different and will be visible – you are on a journey right
now and things will shift – don't be discouraged; is there something very creative you want to do
NYC: an actress
● Working at casting? Yes – creative people need to be creative or it is very destructive
● any ideas come to you about writing?
NYC:When she reads back her letters, she sees an entirely different person
MI: Spirit says she is far more creative than she thinks – MI has worked with a lot of people in the
industry – the saddest thing in film or movies – the material is horrible, the movies are horrible –
● you need to create and not fall into the trap of what form of creative expression is – every day for 15 –
30 minutes, just write – a journal – a flow of consciousness that wants expression – brilliant
creative people get trapped into trying to be an actor or an actress – it is debilitating – do your
own: take your power back – get together with people
NYC: she does not have no really close friends
MI: between now and end of May, there are 4 strong people around you that you will connect with – tune
in when you go to visit your father, you can leave
● 823 828 what do those numbers mean to you? Birthday is Aug 8, 1947
NYC: She is Spanish – pieces of a puzzle: go back to 23 of 8 and
NYC: 28 was when she had her first child MI: how long in current home? 20 years – landlord trying to get her out!
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● Are you under rent control – NYC: under SCREE [?] - senior citizens – since she entered the program 3
years ago
● Is there an unusual shape to your apt? Yes MI: it was an old hotel – look into history of building – a karmic connection – would you mind moving if you
could find a place ? If the rent was good
MI this is more stressful than you know, the pressure of being pushed out. Have you wanted to paint the
place? NYC:Yes – bathroom, due to flood last fall, Sept.
MI: think about where you lived before and so on – turn to Spirit if I am to say-- work on the spiritual
level; some things going on – definitely some trapped energy there; are you distrustful of a
neighbour?
NYC: neighbour above her talks at top of lungs and is violent
MI: picked that up – creepy – what do you do about that?
NYC: She's a night owl – he swears at top of his lungs, furniture moving – happens in middle of night
MI: he is psycho – hopes he does not have an animal
NYC:no he does not – a dark demonic energy at that time of night NYC:he was there before she was – wonders if he has dementia
MI: Dementia is not like Alzheimers – 3D reality is breaking down, getting very angry – don't think he'll be
there much longer – he's not in good health, either
● Does he interact with you – have you ever tried to engage with him?
NYC: Not since flooding has stopped
● thinks spirit will orchestrate something; you will find a way to connect and find out what is going on
go see your father – is he not well? [Call broken]
MR: a farming conference coming up – anything to pay particular attention to?
MI: Be open to receive 3 new connections; will be very productive; don't limit how spirit bring things in
MR has been gifting a lot of her time
MI: time for you to receive and you can implement that now – no uphill battle!
Caller: daughter and caller trying to sell house – do you see it in near future?
● Have trying to do it for about 5 months
MI: in about 3 more months – really let go, don't bind self to it
● Will be be getting their price? Yes – let go of the fear
MI: Do you know where you are going? No – want to stay in same area – Pennsylvania
MI: think about where you want to do and you will likely sell in 3 months
Cathy: who was saying the last few days there is unity everywhere? Feeling energy
MI: very much a unification and heart felt things – don't worry – let it all go and let the bright stuff in
now – it's all around and there
Cathy: we knew the energy was to shift,
MI: we are all converging – we have had to learn how to be alone – we are graduating – have gone through
the 12 step program! A fun exciting time
Contact Info for Mereline: phone #: 317 – 259 – 8001; www.centreofpeace.com
MI: Closing comments: She sends everyone lots of unconditional love and healing light – a privilege and
honour to be with us
MR: Much appreciation for gifting the readings for the people.
Closing: Cathy
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FOLLOWING - PRINTED RESOURCES RELATED TO THE NOTES
2013, Feb 12 Pope

Benedict resigned to avoid arrest, seizure of church wealth by Easter

Posted February 13, 2013 by itccs - International Tribunal of Crimes of Church and State

Diplomatic Note was issued to Vatican just prior to his resignation
New Pope and Catholic clergy face indictment and arrest as “Easter Reclamation”
plan continues
A Global Media Release and Statement from The International Tribunal into
Crimes of Church and State
Brussels:

The historically unprecedented resignation of Joseph Ratzinger as Pope this week was
compelled by an upcoming action by a European government to issue an arrest warrant against
Ratzinger and a public lien against Vatican property and assets by Easter.
The ITCCS Central Office in Brussels is compelled by Pope Benedict’s sudden abdication
to disclose the following details:
1. On Friday, February 1, 2013, on the basis of evidence supplied by our affiliated Common Law Court
of Justice (itccs.org), our Office concluded an agreement with representatives of a European nation and
its courts to secure an arrest warrant against Joseph Ratzinger, aka Pope Benedict, for crimes against
humanity and ordering a criminal conspiracy.
2. This arrest warrant was to be delivered to the office of the “Holy See” in Rome on Friday, February
15, 2013. It allowed the nation in question to detain Ratzinger as a suspect in a crime if he entered its
sovereign territory.
3. A diplomatic note was issued by the said nation’s government to the Vatican’s Secretary of State,
Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, on Monday, February 4, 2013, informing Bertone of the impending arrest
warrant and inviting his office to comply. No reply to this note was received from Cardinal Bertone or
his office but six days later, Pope Benedict resigned.
4. The agreement between our Tribunal and the said nation included a second provision to issue a
commercial lien through that nation’s courts against the property and wealth of the Roman Catholic
church commencing on Easter Sunday, March 31, 2013. This lien was to be accompanied by a public
and global “Easter Reclamation Campaign” whereby Catholic church property was to be occupied and
claimed by citizens as public assets forfeited under international law and the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court.
5. It is the decision of our Tribunal and the said nation’s government to proceed with the arrest of
Joseph Ratzinger upon his vacating the office of the Roman Pontiff on a charge of crimes against
humanity and criminal conspiracy.
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6. It is our further decision to proceed as well with the indictment and arrest of Joseph Ratzinger’s
successor as Pope on the same charges; and to enforce the commercial lien and “Easter Reclamation
Campaign” against the Roman Catholic church, as planned.
In closing, our Tribunal acknowledges that Pope Benedict’s complicity in criminal activities of the
Vatican Bank (IOR) was compelling his eventual dismissal by the highest officials of the Vatican. But
according to our sources, Secretary of State Tarcisio Bertone forced Joseph Ratzinger’s resignation
immediately, and in direct response to the diplomatic note concerning the arrest warrant that was issued
to him by the said nation’s government on February 4, 2013.
We call upon all citizens and governments to assist our efforts to legally and directly disestablish the
Vatican, Inc. and arrest its chief officers and clergy who are complicit in crimes against humanity and
the ongoing criminal conspiracy to aid and protect child torture and trafficking.
Further bulletins on the events of the Easter Reclamation Campaign will be issued by our Office this
week.
Issued 13 February, 2013
12:00 am GMT
by the Brussels Central Office
Related articles
http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2013/02/12/pope-benedict-resigned-to-avoid-arrest-seizure-of-churchwealth-by-easter/
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